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Ø Genome size prediction is a fundamental task in genome assembly
Ø Current experimental and computational methods can give very different predictions
Ø kmer predictions from raw sequencing data are commonly used but…

Ø are complicated by diploidy (or other ploidy)
Ø struggle with repetitive sequences
Ø are limited to reads with low error rates (i.e. not normal long reads)

Background

https://www.slimsuite.unsw.edu.au
https://edwardslab.blogspot.com.au
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Read mapping

Ø Is the extra accuracy of mpileup
worth the slower speed?

Ø Should predictions adjust for 
mapped read clipping & 
insertion:deletion ratio?

Ø Is the method robust to read 
mapper?

Ø Does the method work for both 
PacBio and Oxford Nanopore 
data?

Ø How big is the cane toad 
genome?

Future questionsResults so far…

Ø Read depth tends to over-
predict genome size 
(vs kmer under-prediction)

Ø Single Copy BUSCO gene
depth profiles give best
predictions

Ø Overall modal depth 
out-performs 
mode of modes

Ø samtools mpileup
out-performs 
samtools depth

kmers (simulated SR)
Mode of modes (LR)
Overall modes (LR)

kmers under-predict
genome size

Modal read depth
can give accurate

predictions

Mode of modes can be 
very inaccurate for 

contig-based analysis 
(small contig numbers)

Predicted versus reference genome sizes
- kmer simulations compared to source assembly
- modal read depth predictions compares to published genome size

Mode of modes versus overall mode log2 
ratio of predicted:real genome size

samtools mpileup
samtools depth

overall mode 
generally closer to 
perfect prediction
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Concept

Ø Diploid genome assemblies contain:
Ø Diploid depth regions

= consistent
Ø Haploid depth regions

= consistent
Ø Gap/repeat depth artefacts

= variable
Ø Single copy orthologues should 

represent diploid regions
Ø Modal read depth should be less 

affected by variable depths than
median or mean read depths

How big is the cane toad genome?
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Mapped reads

Draft cane toad genome sequenced & 
assembled with PacBio and Illumina 
data – genome size unknown

Multiple lab and 
kmer-based 
genome size 
estimates gave 
conflicting genome 
size predictions 

Ø PacBio reads mapped onto 
draft genome. 

Ø BUSCO single copy orthologue analysis used to identify 
2,104 scaffolds with predicted single copy genes

Assumption: assembly errors variable therefore dominant (e.g. modal) read depth for 
single copy scaffolds will represent single copy read depth – use mode of modes to buffer 
for possibility of abundant low-quality scaffolds.

76.58 Gb PacBio data @ modal 21X coverage predicts approx. genome size of 3.65 Gb
Ø 3.92% bases clipped during mapping: reduced genome size estimate of 3.50 Gb
Ø No additional filtering of poor-quality data prior to mapping: overestimate of size?

Subsequent 10x Genomics and pure long read assemblies with additional sequencing 
data support genome size around 3.4 Gb

Haploid
read depth?

Diploid
read depth?


